
ADVANCED CURRICULUM FEEDBACK FORM
Name:__Cathy Kramer__________________________________________________________________
Date Completed: __5/9/23_________________________________________________________
Proficient Competencies Safety Operations & Procedures

Training Topic Slide # Changes Add Content Update Completed
Pre/Post Trip 3 I would add more information on LCP Tracker. 3/27/2023 Example

All
Overall comment: The line spacing of the text is really tight making it hard to read. It looks like it is less than 1. I 
suggest making it at least 1 or 1.15

This was address in all 
of the modules.

Preventative Maint 4 To be consistent with other modules, change 1.0 hr to 1 hr. Completed
Preventative Maint 8 & 9 Lower case first word after "en dash" (e.g., Extra fuses – if your truck doesn’t…) Completed
Preventative Maint 10 Lower case "radio" Completed
Preventative Maint 11 Lower case "gloves" Completed

Trip Planning 4

 It can also result in a safer trip—eliminating possible surprises on the road—such as road construction, roads that 
are too small for your vehicle, and even bridges or overpasses that don’t have enough clearance, just to name a 
few. Completed

Trip Planning 5
The order in this list does not match the order of slides. Paperwork comes before Mapping the Route in the list. 
Either change this slide and put paperwork at the end or change the order in the following slides.

Moved slides to match 
outline

Trip Planning 5 Change "mapping" to "map" Completed
Trip Planning 5 Prepare and plan ahead for any extra trip expenses (add the word "ahead") Completed
Trip Planning 5 To be consistent with other modules, change 4.0 hrs. to 4 hrs. Completed
Trip Planning 7 Change "understanding" to "understand" Completed
Trip Planning 9 Change "meal planning" to "Plan your meals" Completed
Trip Planning 10 Change "ensuring" to "ensure" Completed
Fueling 4 To be consistent with other modules, change 2.0 hrs. to 2 hrs. Completed

Fueling 6 Last bullet: Do you really need to go inside to print the receipt?

Added verbiage in case 
trucking company 
requires printed 
receipts.

Fueling 11 Use periods for all bullets or no bullets but be consistent Completed

Fueling 15
Last bullet: This should be done or the warning light will come on? I can't tell if this is a suggestion or a 
requirement.

Researched this. It 
happens once a day

Coupling 4 Add comma before "as well as" Completed
Coupling 6 I find it easier to read a list if it is not all initial caps, e.g., Inspect fifth wheel, Position tractor Completed
Coupling 7 Same as above for this list, e.g., Position rig, Ease pressure on locking jaws Completed
Coupling 8 Love the video as a reference! Thanks!
Weight 4 Second sentence change "our" to "your" Completed



Weight 4 Change "assure" to "ensure" Completed
Weight 7 Isn't there also something regulatory like needing an overweight permit or getting a ticket? Completed
Weight 9 Better if it is not all initial caps, e.g., Weight distribution relative to trucks Completed
Fall Safe 4 Change to "We will discuss the following important safety protocols:" Completed
Fall Safe 7 Capitalize first word on second bullet Completed
Fall Safe 11 Make "Avoid soft, uneven surfaces" a separate bullet instead of a sentence in #4 Completed
Fall Safe 12 Instead of "Create a maintenance program" maybe say "Implement" or "Use" Completed
Mastering 4 This slide actually has normal line spacing so it's easier to read than the other modules
Appendix I didn't see the Compliance Binder referenced in any of the slides. Does it need to be?
Retention 4 Hyperlink to the FMCA Rules Added
Retention 4 Remove the word "around" Completed
Retention 9 Second bullet: I would think it someone else owns it, you would also need a copy of the the title and insurance Changed

Retention 12 Last bullet: Will people know who or where to send records to the state? 

It is the carrier's 
responsibility, not he 
drivers. More of an FYI 
for the driver.

Retention 18 Last bullet: change colon to "must be" Added



ADVANCED CURRICULUM FEEDBACK FORM
Name:____Reggie Gamlin __________________________________________
Date Completed: _________5/12/2023_________________________________________
Proficient Competencies Safety Operations & Procedures

Training Topic Slide # Changes Add Content Update Completed
Pre/Post Trip 3 I would add more information on LCP Tracker. 3/27/2023 Example

In review of the attached “Advanced Curriculum” training for the Emerging Professional Driver Program, the 
information provided seems to be concise and addresses ALL pertinent Safety, Maintenance and Compliance topics 
that need to be addressed.

Great work and I am sure that this program will get the necessary funding for our next steps.



ADVANCED CURRICULUM FEEDBACK FORM
Name:____Ira Martin__________________________________________
Date Completed: _________5/17/2023_________________________________________
Proficient Competencies Safety Operations & Procedures

Training Topic Slide # Changes Add Content Update Completed
Pre/Post Trip 3 I would add more information on LCP Tracker. 3/27/2023 Example

RETENTION OF DOCUMENTATION This portion of the advanced curriculum shows the importance of good record keeping. This curriculum shows how 
improvements in business functions can be efficiently maintained.
• Repair and maintenance records
• Annual inspections records
• Training and qualification records
• Accident records drug and alcohol testing
By adhering and following this process provides Prevention of risks such as mechanical and accident occurrences. 
This could save a company a significant amount of revenue. Fortified Development Trucking has done an amazing 
job with its presentation of Advanced Curriculum

Excellent!

Colorado Aggregate Support Haulers LLC
Ira Martin
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